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David Jones 
Leighton Buzzard 
UK 
 
 
23 April 2020 
 
Re: Porsche 911 3.0 Carrera Coupe, registration number NOT 911M 
 
Dear Mr Jones, 
 
I write regarding an updated valuation for your Porsche Carrera 3.0 Coupe. 
 
Market Snapshot 
 
The market was a touch slower through late 2019 and early 2020 and this was no great 
surprise given seasonal trends. Public auctions that would have indicated prevailing buyer 
sentiment were cancelled due to COVID-19, so the market activity being reported right 
now is anecdotal. While modern car retailers may face a challenging year in 2020, classic 
dealers with the right mix of stock report decent enquiries, despite the current situation. 
Desirable classics priced correctly are selling ahead of the return to ‘normality’.  
 
About this model 
 
Introduced in 1975 for the 1976 model year, the Carrera 3.0 Coupe was manufactured 
for just two years before it was replaced by the 911 SC. While the SC is often referred 
to as the ‘Super Carrera’, this was not an official Porsche designation. The Carrera 3.0 
was the third 911 Carrera derivative manufactured in any appreciable volume by 
Stuttgart in the 1970s and follows the line of the 1973 Carrera RS and 1974-75 
Carreras, replacing the 2.7-litre mechanically injected engine of its forbears with a bigger 
3.0-litre engine running early Bosch electronic CIS (aka) K-Jet fuel injection.  
 
  



	

Biography: John Glynn’s experience includes more than thirty years in the motor trade and a decade with 
Glass’s Guide, as editor of the 'Guide to Older Cars and Modern Classics' and creator of the WeBuyAnyCar 
valuations database. John is an acknowledged used car expert, and expert automotive commentator for 
consumer and trade media. Frequently instructed as an expert witness by the UK legal profession, insurers 
and Trading Standards, John is a renowned Porsche journalist, owning ferdinandmagazine.com and the 
7,500-member Porsche forum at impactbumpers.com. Email with any queries.	
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While the market holds the 2.7-litre MFI Carreras in highest regard, the two-year 
lifespan of the 911 Carrera 3.0, its links to the earlier ‘70s Carreras including the same 6-
bolt crankshaft as the famous RS and a low number of surviving cars due to straddling 
the introduction of full galvanisation has led to an emerging cachet for the model. Values 
sit higher than the later SC and original cars presented in period colour and trim 
combinations, with low owners and sensible mileage are sought after.  
 
This Carrera 3.0 in context 
 
This left-hand-drive Carrera 3.0 Coupe presents a good example of a desirable 
specification. A matching numbers example from the 1976 model year, it is finished in its 
original Continental Orange and presented in very good condition throughout. The 
mechanicals benefit from attentive maintenance with good service history accumulated 
over many years of continued ownership. Several high-quality upgrades add to the 
driving experience. The online MOT history (attached) shows no ongoing concerns. 
 
Well preserved LHD 911s are attractive to buyers from the European mainland, where 
clean Carrera 3.0 Coupes remain desirable and tasteful cosmetic modifications are an 
added plus. Sourcing a replacement for this car in total loss would involve at least one 
trip to Europe, meaning time and expense and a certain amount of costly due diligence. 
Given the continued low supply of good examples, the diligent service history and clean 
overall condition of this car, I recommend an insurance valuation of £68,000. 
 
I trust this opinion is satisfactory. Please update the valuation when renewal comes 
around. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
John Glynn 
john@porschevaluations.com 


